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Have you ever tried learning a new
language in a new alphabet?

You would still be ahead of a child
learning to read for the first time from
your knowledge of language and
reading.  

Children begin their literacy journey
long before formal instruction like
learning how a book works, figuring out
that those markings mean spoken
words, and which direction the text
goes. They also are developing auditory
skills needed to move along their
journey. 



"THE PH WORDS""THE PH WORDS""THE PH WORDS"
Phonemic Awareness: Young children first develop the
ability to distinguish and separate sounds they hear. The
sounds are called phonemes.

Phonological Awareness: Taking phonemic awareness
deeper to include segmenting and deleting/manipulating
sounds in tasks like syllables and rhyming.

Phonics: This is the connecting of a sound to a symbol
(letter or letters). 

Phonemic awareness is needed first.



Scaffolding:
Providing support for learning by

teaching in smaller steps and
using modeling, guided practice,

building up to independent
success. (For more explicit steps,
check out this article on Edutopia.)

 

Explicit Instruction:
Directly teaching the steps that

lead up to a skill using modeling
and guided practice. It is based

on the idea that we only
remember what we think about,

and keep thinking about (the
information processing model)

like how knowing your
multiplication facts makes 

 algebra easier.

To support learners on their
journey, apply the teaching
concepts of scaffolding and

explicit instruction.
 

https://www.edutopia.org/blog/scaffolding-lessons-six-strategies-rebecca-alber


There are many phonics and language arts resources out there.
No need to chose on your own! Pacific Charter Institute teachers
work with families to select the best fit for their child, and we
provide many online subscription programs for free! We also
help check for gaps in your child's literacy journey!

Don't forget that many words are just
easier to recognize by sight through
memory since they don't sound out

nicely. Sight Word lists can be found
by grade level. Many use Edward

Fry's list of the most commonly used
English words (available on our

website).



WHAT ABOUTWHAT ABOUTWHAT ABOUT
ALL THOSEALL THOSEALL THOSE

PHONICS RULES?PHONICS RULES?PHONICS RULES?

Yes, there are a ton of phonics rules out
there, and we know the confusion caused
by the many exceptions to these rules. So,

we prefer the term "generalizations." 
 

In the spirit of making learning fun, we
have taken our "Top 3 Phonics

Generalizations" and added a few twists!



When two vowels go walking,
the first one does the talking
by saying its name (dream,

oat).
 

Silent E is related to this but
can jump over a letter or two

(kite, bathe, tape)

Have your child

make up their

own story!

Generalization #1: Bossy Friends

ac k e

Hey, you up there,
say your name!

Super Silent E



When an e, i, or y tags after a c, 
the c disguises itself by making an s

sound.   (cycle, city)
 

When e, i, or y tag after g, the g
disguises itself by as the j sound 

 (gentle, gym, giant, gist)
 

Generalization #2: The Evil E-I-Y Club

e i y

c ssss

g

j



Vowels at the end of little words think they are
big and bold so they shout their name:  

  She! Be! Ski! 
(At times, Napoleons show up at the end of

syllables: Table is not tabble.)

Generalization #3: Napoleons

mN



To learn to read is to light a fire;
every syllable that is spelled out

is a spark. 
—Victor Hugo
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